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PROFESSIONALS READY FOR ACTION WITH “BEST DRESSED” 5.11 TACTICAL UNIFORMS
Company Honored by North-America Association of Uniform Manufacturers and Distributors
MODESTO, CALIF.—June 6, 2016—With a legacy of outfitting professionals with the gear they need to master
their mission, 5.11 Tactical® has been honored by the North-American Association of Uniform Manufacturers and
Distributors (NAUMD) with two Public Safety Best Dressed Awards. Taking home awards in the Manufacturer
Innovation category, 5.11 Tactical was recognized for its Tactical Uniform for the Mexican National Police and
Stryke Pant for Pima County (Ariz.) Sheriff’s Department.
“This acknowledgement from NAUMD is an honor, and it’s our hope that law enforcement and public safety
officials continue to benefit from the durable, purpose built gear we put out there,” said David Hein, vice
president of 5.11 Tactical’s professional division. “Professional, dependable and fully-functional uniforms are
paramount to the success of an individual’s performance in the field. 5.11 Tactical’s innovative product design
process and product development meetings—where we work with end users to precisely develop uniforms and
tactical gear that meet industry needs and demands—enable professionals to adapt and respond to duties with
confidence.”
The awards competition recognizes police, fire and sheriff uniform programs in the U.S. and Canada, boasting a 38
year tradition of spotlighting the best dressed departments within each of these sectors. 5.11 Tactical, along with
other honorees, was celebrated at an awards ceremony on May 24 at the NAUMD 2016 Annual Convention in
Elizabeth, Ind. The awards emphasize the importance of professional, neat, well-fitted and immediately
identifiable uniforms for all involved in public safety and law enforcement. The award indicates the dedication and
commitment of today’s uniform professionals to meet the exacting needs of public safety professionals. Judging is
completed by fashion industry professionals who award points for originality, meeting client objectives and
overall design.
For additional details on 5.11 Tactical gear and apparel, visit 511Tactical.com. Media interested in learning more
about 5.11 Tactical should contact pr@511tactical.com.

5.11 Tactical’s David Hein accepts the 2016 Manufacturer’s Innovation Award for its Tactical Uniform for the
Mexican National Police

About 5.11 Tactical
With offices around the globe, 5.11 Tactical works directly with end users to create purpose-built apparel and
gear designed specifically to enhance the safety, accuracy, speed, and performance of tactical professionals and
enthusiasts worldwide. 5.11 Tactical products exceed rigorous standards, which have allowed the brand to
establish a reputation for innovation and authenticity, and become the premier choice for those that always have
to be ready. For more information on 5.11’s best-selling tactical gear and accessories visit us at
www.511tactical.com or connect with us on Facebook, Twitter and on Instagram.
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